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We have investigated the kinematic effects in-
fluencing the spectroscopy of electrons emitted
from relativistic ion emitters. These effects, well
known from the case of non-relativistic emitters
[1, 2] are re-derived using a relativistic formula-
tion, for fast emitters for which γ >> 1. Interest
in these results arise from possible new applica-
tions of zero-degree Auger electron spectroscopy
in storage rings using relativistic highly charged
ions in collision with gas targets, as for example
in the New Experimental Storage Ring (NESR)
planned to be built at GSI within the SPARC
collaboration.
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Fig. 1. Exact fractional electron mo-
mentum kinematic broadening plotted as
a function of projectile energy for both the
forward (+) and backward (−) emitted
electrons. The rest frame electron ener-
gies ε used for this calculation are 1 and
10 keV.

Of particular concern are the limits imposed
by the kinematic broadening[1, 2] on the mo-
mentum resolution of the envisioned magnetic
spectrometer. Our calculations for the exact
laboratory fractional momentum broadening in
the forward direction (θ = 00), ∆Bp(00)/p(00)
are shown in Fig. 1 for a spectrometer full ac-
ceptance angle ∆θspectrometer = 0.1◦. Both the
forward emitted (+) and the backward emitted
(−) electron broadenings are shown. The envi-
sioned magnetic spectrometer’s electron momen-
tum resolution ∆p/p will be better than 1×10−4.
Clearly, as shown in Fig. 1 for this spectrometer
to be effective in the entire energy range up to
20 GeV/u the overall acceptance angle will have
to be smaller than 0.1◦. Furthermore, the smaller
the electron rest frame energy the more restricted
the acceptance angle.

These and other points relating to the in-
herent kinematic limitations of such a magnetic
spectrometer will be presented.
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